
 

Lectures

I Introduction to Battery and Fuel Cells

A What is an electrochemical cell
B Batteries Energy and Powerdensity efficiency

C Fuel Cells Phosphoric acidFuel Cell AKalineFuelCell



I A Electrochemical cell
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B Batteries

A self contained electrochemicaldevicewhich stores
electric

energy
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CFuelCells_
An electrochemical cell which converts chemicalenergy of a

fuel into electricity Not self contained device

Typically O and Halcyon M based substances
Harnessenergy from oxidation reaction

Example Ha10 fuel cell
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Halo fuel cell can operate in acid or basic conditions

phosphoric acid fuel cell
alkaline fuel cell

PEM fuel cell AAEM fuel cell

filly available

EDE is typicallymade up
of Pt C on carboncloth

POIs Disadvantage ORR is
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Thwinaadiccondition

Basic condition
GDE can be non precio

KOH metal
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4th Disadvantage AEMhas

1 low ionic conductivity
Cd accumulation ifOzis taken fromambient air


